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A: That runtime is for Windows Server (2008 and later) only. As noted by Darin, Windows Vista is not supported for the
HMIG5U2. If you need Windows Server 2008, contact the vendor (I'll be the first to say you should contact your reseller to

confirm this). The link you provided for Vijeo Designer Classic is for Windows Server 2016. I'm not sure where the "classic"
runtime support is for the HMIG5U2 product. Q: c# - using linq to get all items of list inside of another list which has a

duplicate list item I have a situation where I'm getting a list of tasks, inside of the task model is a list of tasks, inside of that list
of tasks is a list of contacts. Each of the contacts can be assigned to a task, if so they are added to the list of contacts. So the list

of contacts has a field called "TaskID", this is what I want to be all of the items of the "tasks" list which have "TaskID" = 6.
(The task model and tasks list have been generated with the EF power tools.) I'm kind of stuck on how to approach this. I can do
this with a foreach loop, and then have the code search through each of the items to see if they have the right "TaskID", but i'd

like to try and do it via linq. public List GetContacts(int taskID, int taskCount) { List contacts = new List(); contacts =
db.Contacts.Include(x => x.Tasks).Where(x => x.Tasks.Any(t => t.TaskID == taskID)).ToList(); return contacts; } A: This
should do it (assuming you're using EntityFramework): db.Contacts .Where(x => x.Tasks .Any(y => y.TaskID == taskID))

.SelectMany(x => x.Tasks.Select(y => y)) .ToList(); Edit:

Image with no alt text. Graphic Design Resources. Complete - Create a Job Page and Design Interface. Grade 5 - Music. 5
items. Vijeo Designer is a professional-quality software package for graphic designers that provides many useful features. This

software package allows you to create unique, professional-quality publications and generates CD, PDL, HTML, and Adobe
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PostScript output. The components of Vijeo Designer are an excellent value and offers a lot of functionality. Vijeo Designer has
been tested thoroughly and works perfectly. Vijeo Designer is best suited to document and presentation design. This software

package contains many useful features that will make your work easier. This software package enables you to create
professional-quality publications. Related Collections. Product Showcase.Q: Swapping buttons in linear layout I have a linear

layout where the buttons need to be swapped during run time. During run time, I want to move the button at index 1 to index 0,
and vice versa. I have a method called buttonSwap() which swaps the two buttons, but I do not want to update the whole layout
because that would mean two things happen. When I call the buttonSwap() method, one of the button will change position, and

the other button will re-adjust itself to its previous position. How can I make sure the button that was at index 0, stays at index 0
and d4474df7b8
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